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Political Market  

 Questions 

What are the transaction costs of political exchange in the 

adoption of policy innovation? 

What is the direct and moderating role of institutions in a 

political market? 

 Agenda 

Extension of political market to multiple levels 

Implementation of EECBG programs 

Government operations vs. community sustainability 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Policy Instruments  

 Questions 

Why are specific instruments chosen? 

What combinations of instruments and combined or bundled 

together? 

How do multiple instruments interact with each other? 

 Agenda 

Theory of Policy Instrument Bundling 

Economic Development Policy Instruments 

Choice of sets of policies 

Impacts of policy configuration of job creation     

Energy Conservation Policy Bundles and Energy Consumption 
(Tallahassee and Other communities) 

Monetary Incentives         Information Awareness 

Social Norming                 Renewable Energy  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Institutional Collective Action 

 Questions 

What are the mechanisms for resolving institutional 

collective action (ICA) dilemmas? 

How do decentralized self-organizing mechanism emerge 

and evolve? 

What strategies do local actors apply in choosing 

collaborative partners? 

How effective are self-organizing mechanisms in 

resolving ICA dilemmas? 

What is the relationship among centralized and 

decentralized mechanisms to address ICA? 

 

 

 

 

 



What are ICA Dilemmas? 

 Fragmentation of Authority 

Horizontal – boundaries too small to achieve 

scale economies or avoid spillovers 

Vertical – organizations at multiple levels 

pursuing overlapping policy objectives 

Functional – spillovers of across related or 

unrelated policy arenas   

 

 



Sustainability as an ICA Dilemma  

 Why do Cities Pursue Climate Protection and 

Sustainability? 

Global problem and incentive to free ride 

Local  co-benefits produce selective incentives to 

participate 

Pollution, sprawl, transportation etc.   

  But these Benefits are Regional not City Scale 

Cities have the authority necessary to address the 

problems 

Require collaboration among governments 



Three Solutions  

 Individualistic Action 

 

 Collaborative Integration Mechanism 

Exit/Enforcement Mechanism  

Scope/Encompassingness  

 

 Imposed Authority 

 

 

 



Collaborative Institutions for  

Resolving ICA  

Enforcement Mechanism – “External” Costs 

Social Embededness     

Contracting/Legal Obligations 

Delegated Authority 

  Encompassingness – “Decision” Costs  

Narrow-single issue/bilateral 

Intermediate-multilateral 

Encompassing-complex/collective 



Collaboration Risk 

 Coordination Problems 

Matching game  

 Division Problems 

Battle of the sexes game 

  Defection Problems 

Prisoners dilemma game 

 



Three Factors Influencing 

Collaboration Risk 

 The Nature of the Problem 

Coordination, scale economies , common pool resources, 

externalities  

 Characteristics/Preference of the Actors 

Homophily within and between jurisdictions 

 Characteristics of the Situation 

Higher level rules 

Local political system institutions 

Existing mechanisms 



Nature of the Problem 

 Four Common ICA Issues 

Service coordination  

Scale economies 

Common pool resources  

Externalities 



Characteristics of Actors and 

Institutional Sources of 

Collaboration Risk 
Community Homophily  

 Economic, demographic and ideological similarity among citizens of a governing authority. 
Homophily in the socio-economic and ideological political basis for valuing public goods produces common interests and  
reduces agency problems and the cost of aggregating preferences. 

Preference Divergence Across Units 

 Economic, demographic and ideological similarity among authorities. 
Similarity in preferences in public goods provides information and signals common interests that minimize external decision 
cost of acceptance of collective choices contrary to internal preferences.  

Higher-Level Rules 
The existing set of statues and case law-the externally impose rules 

The powers and responsibilities delegated to local units or retained by higher level governments determine the specific  
authority of each venue in each arena and shape the strategies available to each of the actors in their individual efforts  
to avoid negative externalities and capture positive externalities.   

 

Political Structure 

     Forms of government, electoral representation and other political system structures 

Electoral systems and the structure of executive authority of individual shape the information available and the incentives  
faced by leaders of individual authorities.  Common structures across authorities constrain risks of opportunistic behavior. 

Existing Local Institutions Integrating ICA problems 
     The interaction among various mechanisms for integrating fragmentation 

One integration mechanism may compliment another and reduce the transaction costs of its adoption.  Alternatively, one 
 mechanism may substitute or crowd out another by increasing it cost. 



Interactions Among Mechanisms  

 Types of Interaction  

Complementary – one mechanism reduces the 

costs or increases the effectiveness of  another 

 

Substitution - one mechanism crowds out 

another by increasing the costs or decreasing 

effectiveness 

  

Example regional organizations and self 

organizing agreements 

 



Network Research Example: 

Why Collaborate When it is Risky?  

Empirical Puzzle - Why do cities collaborate on 

development issues even though theory  predicts it is in 

their individual interests to compete 

  Research Question: How do cities structure collaboration 

networks to overcome the risks of  defection? 

What factors influence the patterns of network ties among 

local economic development officials? 

Are the emergent network structures consistent with 

strategies to overcome barriers to collaboration? 



Coordination and Cooperation  

Coordination assumes there is goal agreement 

Information is a barrier to coordination 

Actors seek to structure relationships to efficiently acquire information 

on the actions of other actors 

 

Cooperation assumes there is goal conflict 

Credible commitment is a barrier to cooperation 

Actors seek to monitor, constrain, and build trust 

 



Competition and Collaboration 

Competition and collaboration may be compliments 

not substitutes. 

Evidence that competitors are collaboration partners 

 

Competitors have strategic incentives to lean about 

competitors  and to stay informed about them 

Competition may reduce the information barriers 

for collaboration. 

This allows cities to focus exclusively on reducing 

risk. 



Data: Orlando Network Survey 

Mail Survey of the 38 local governments of the Orlando 

Florida Metropolitan Area 

Conducted in 2007 

Respondents were planners and development directors 

Respondents were asked how frequently in the last year 

they contacted each of the other governments on 

development issues (discussion, advice, information 

sharing) 

A total of 32 city/county governments responded 

Response rate of 85% 

Total of 465 dyads 

Translated into an adjacency matrix 

 



Exponential Random Graph Model 

Estimates the probability that the network 

structures included in the model appear at a greater 

frequency than would be explained by a random 

graph with the same number of local government 

actors (nodes) and development interactions (links) 

 

The estimated parameters provide the likelihood of 

the structural effects observed in the network data 

 



Results 

  Coefficient and Standard Error 

Network Structure Effects 

   reciprocity 0.0743*  (0.038) 

   bonding 
   (transitive triplets) 

0.2076**  (0.021) 

   bridging 
   (2-path) 

-0.1302**  (0.022) 

   popularity    
   (alternating in-k-stars) 

-0.1035  (0.438) 

Covariate (Attribute) Effects 

   Population similarity -0.8755**  (0.342) 

   Income similarity 1.4308**  (0.526) 

   Race similarity 0.4138  (0.562) 

   Same County 1.0779**  (0.184) 

   Neighbors .9478** (0.449) 

   Same Form of Government 0.2536  (0.221) 

All statistics converged with t-statistic <0.1 with minimum of 2,000  iterations 

Standard errors in parenthesis;   * significant at the .10 level; ** significant at the .05 level 



Conclusions 

Ensuring credible commitments takes 

precedence over information transmission for 

economic development 

 

Structural embededness can make collaboration 

possible in highly competitive systems even 

absent centralized authority 



Implications 

Local actors are sensitive to the political risks of 

competition, and attempt to strategically manage it 

though collaboration partner choice 

 

Extension to other institutional mechanisms for 

resolving ICA dilemmas and non-governmental 

actors 

 

Can lessons of self-organizing systems be applied to 

institutional design? 



Ongoing Network Projects of  

the FSU Local Gov. Lab 
 

Evolution of Self-Organizing Networks 

 

Choices Among Mechanisms for Resolving ICAs 

 

Multiplex Networks 

 

Co-Evolutions of Networks and Performance 

 

 



Evolution of Self-Organizing Networks 

 

The 2007 Orlando Network Survey was replicated 

in 2010 (100% response)  

 

3rd wave ongoing 

 

Model the Evolution of Self-Organizing Network 

among local Actors 

SIENA 

 

 

 



Multiplex Networks 

Compare networks for services with different risk  

How  networks integrate multiple policy arenas 

Energy Sustainability 

Economic Development 

Land use/ Water Management 

Current Project – NSF City Sustainability Study 

 

Who Governs? 

Link multiple scales and multiple polices 

 



Co-Evolution of Networks and 

Performance 
 

Co-Evolutions of Networks and Performance 

 

Combine three waves of  the Orlando Economic 

Development Network Survey with city level data 

on changes in firms and employment 

 

Directly investigate the how changes in networks 

affect performance 

NETS database 
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